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Homeworks launches its new and exclusive Ramadan collection
Homeworks in Ramadan

Riyadh KSA, 22.05.2018, 21:07 Time

USPA NEWS - Home improvement and lifestyle store offers a wide range of products to cover all your Ramadan essentials from
kitchen appliances to home décor, gifting and more

If you are looking to refresh or revitalize your home this Ramadan, look no further. Home improvement and lifestyle store, Homeworks
has just launched its new Ramadan collection across its stores in the Kingdom.

The collection features over 1,000 new and exclusive products ranging from cookware, dinnerware, serve ware, home décor and
perfect gifts for entertaining family and friends.

Ashley Dymond ““ General Manager, Homeworks Retail Sales, said, “This year we´ve got everything you need for Ramadan all in one
place. Whether you´re looking for kitchen essentials, appliances, dinnerware, home décor or even gifting products we have something
for everyone with incredible prices across the range.

“The team has done an amazing job bringing together Ramadan essentials as well as new and exclusive products that you can´t find
anywhere else. We are excited for the Holy month and are wishing everyone a Ramadan Kareem,“� he added.

The Homeworks collection has new and exclusive must-have products from Luminarc that includes Dinnerware and Dimlaj that
includes glassware. Other collection includes coffee sets, crystal serving plates and bowls, cake stand sets and more. Also,
kitchenware essentials from the recently launched popular British brand Wilko.

The Wilko range provides simple solutions from kitchen essentials including glassware, dinnerware, storage solutions, tools and
accessories, cake decorations and bakeware and more that help families get their day-to-day lives sorted from SR 1 only.

The complete range of the Ramadan products is available across all Homeworks stores in in KSA. In Riyadh, Homeworks is located at
Exit 6, Northern Ring Branch Road, Rimal, Exit 16, Eastern Ring Branch Road and King Abdullah Road. In Jeddah, the store is
located at Nass Town, Al Madina Al Munnawarah Road.
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https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-13418/homeworks-launches-its-new-and-exclusive-ramadan-collection.html
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